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+441257271677

Here you can find the menu of Loy Kee Chinese Chorley in Chorley. At the moment, there are 17 dishes and
drinks on the menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Loy Kee Chinese

Chorley:
love a farewell from loy key. eating is always good. the staff is nice, courteous and friendly. definitiw recommend

the special fried rice or singapur vermicelli (hot,) curry sauce and garnel. mmmmmmmmm read more. What
D4460WGdennisb doesn't like about Loy Kee Chinese Chorley:

Just had salt and pepper ribs, which I think were re-fried from yesterday! Just a clump of soggy flour on a
meatless rib. The special chow mien was swimming in grease! So disappointing as I was hungry but it was

inedible and too far to drive back to complain so they deserve negative feedback if they are willing to serve and
charge for food like this read more. Experience in Loy Kee Chinese Chorley from Chorley the diversity of fine
Chinese cuisine, authentically cooked in a wok, For you, the dishes are normally prepared in the shortest time
and fresh. The dishes are prepared according to typical Asian style, Furthermore, the guests love the inventive

combination of different meals with new and partially experimental products - a good example of successful
Asian Fusion.
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Seafoo�
PRAWN

Chicke�
CHICKEN CHOW MEIN

Sauce�
CURRY SAUCE

Desser�
CREPES

Nude�-Reisgericht�
CHOW MEIN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Sata�
CHICKEN SATAY

Bread� & Ric�
SPECIAL FRIED RICE

Appet�er�
SATAY

SPRING ROLLS

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

CHICKEN CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TOSTADAS

TURKEY

Ingredient� Use�
DUCK

CHICKEN

BEEF
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